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2005 Personnel Executives' Meeting
Activity highlights of two events---public recognition of outstanding
personnel officers and prize-awarding for the competition of coloring
Coast Guards' new century posters
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he annual "personnel executives' meeting" was held on

November 29, 2005.  To promote the mutual studies and discus-

sion of issues and the working experience sharing among personnel

officers of all the units subordinate to the Coast Guard Administration,

all participants reported their unit's work performance and outlook

planning for next year. In the meeting, the public recognition of out-

standing personnel officers was to aim to inspire all personnel officers

to improve the quality of personnel service, and to make them have

senses of participation, honor, and mission. also coincided with the

meeting, the prize - awarding for the competition of coloring Coast

Guards' new century posters made the meeting room tightly surrounded

with the joy of those prize winners and the whole activities more colorful.

At the beginning of the meeting, the director of Personnel

Department Chang Nian-chung extended his thanks to all participants

and the proponent unit for their active involvement and thoughtful

arrangement; and he particularly mentioned the teamwork and efforts

demonstrated by the whole personnel team, which created a lot of per-

formances and values   worthy of our recognition.  Reviewing the past

year, Mr. Chang cited some of the important personnel tasks at his fin-

gertips: "In this year, we subsequently completed the "promotion of

unit organizational study", "holding various cultural and recreational

activities", "formulating and issuing the defense patrol zone personnel

operation regulations, the Coast Guard Administration, the Executive",

"formulating and issuing personnel development and promotion prin-

ciple", "developing computer program by oneself and promoting the
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effectiveness of data bank utilization", "Establishing SOP" for this

Department", "setting up a negotiation mechanism for this

Department", " making the bi-monthly publications a bilingual journal",

and " promoting new measures of personnel service to build a sweet

and vivid organizational climate". Besides, the above achievements also

won our superiors' golden opinions.  For the next year, Mr. Chang

hoped to make the personnel service quality more specialized and initially

set 8 main categories of work goals and task items as follows:

I.Continuing the related tasks of re-organization.

II.     Continuing to promote business consignment to civilian sectors.

III.    Promoting related measures for personnel development and promo-

tion.

IV.    Continuing the organizational study and the promotion of the core

value activity.

V.     Actively encouraging our colleagues to study English and to take

certificate tests.

VI.   Simplifying the existing specialty allowances for various talents.

VII.  Promoting the utilization of "psychological counseling case manage-

ment system" specifically designed for this Administration.

VIII. Promoting the volunteer service tasks for the psychological counsel-

ing guidance task.

He also hoped all colleagues can develop their best and participate

in the planning and promotion for the vision of establishing a special

organization dedicated for oceanic and maritime affairs.  Mr. Chang

also shared with all participants his own findings and experience within

the province of personnel business; they are "administration per laws,

study the change, performance value, participate in suggestions, and

process simplification"' At the conclusion of the meeting, Mr. Chang

repeatedly reminded his colleagues of the following two agenda items:

"how to better the personnel service tasks" and "Shaping the vision for

our personnel organizations" and urged them to think deeply how to

turn it into concrete measures  and put them into practice.

The best show eventually came in the afternoon.  The ceremony

for the public recognition of outstanding personnel officers and prize-

awarding for the competition of coloring Coast Guards' new century

posters was hosted by Hsieh Tien-jin, the chief secretary.  Serving as the

prize-presenter, he started with congratulations for those prize winners

and then expressed his appreciation for participants' passionate

involvement.  He finally explained the background for holding the

poster competition; the purposes are to let the public realize the CGA's

3 major core missions---"the law enforcement in waters, maritime

affairs service, and oceanic business", to encourage them become inti-

mate with sea, and to wake them up to have ocean-conscious so as to

realize the maritime power vision of "eco-system, security, and prosperity"

The competition was divided into 2 levels, the social level and university

and senior high school level.  The themes of all contributed works

include the oceans, the beauty of coasts, waters, seashore sightseeing

and recreation, ecosystem conservation, fishery resources maintenance,

sea environmental protection, law enforcement in waters, and search

and rescue for motif. To raise the public's trust and credibility in the

grading of all contributed works, professor Zheng Zi-long, Political

University, professor Chen Shang-yong , Fu-ren University, 

Personnel Department Director Chang Nian-chung
addressed and encouraged colleagues at the meeting
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professor Zhuang Bo-zhong, Culture University, and CGA's 2 

representatives are particularly invited to form a judge team to grade

contributed works with professionalism and objectivity.  Of all con-

tributed works, there were 18 prize-winners for each level.  The creativity

of the works contributed by 3 prisoners from Tainan prison especially

deserves our praise.  He also particularly appreciated young friends'

concern about and commitment to sea business. In addition to being

used for exhibit, all contributed works will be utilized to go with a

series of theme activities and also offered to CGA's subordinate units

for reference in the production of propaganda publications.

As the ceremony coincided with the significant personnel meeting,

Mr. Hsieh also extended his thanks to Mr. Chang for his efforts in leading

personnel colleagues to promote various personnel business and

achieve so many concrete and actual results.  He also congratulated 7

outstanding personnel officers on their excellent performance and com-

mended them for their efforts and hard work.  In the meantime, he

commented that the personnel work was extremely complicate and

closely related to personal rights and interests; thus it would take more

time and efforts for them to do their job.  Finally he re-stressed the two

agenda items for panel discussions---"how to better the personnel service

tasks" and "Shaping the vision for our personnel organizations" and

explained their meanings and values for mutual inspiration.

After the conclusion of the ceremony, Mr. Hsieh led all unit execu-

tives to view the prize-winning posters and had pictures with prize-

winners for coincided with the meeting,memory.  The whole activity

drew a perfect period in a joyful atmosphere.

A joyful appearance on the picture of prize-winners in the
poster competition

Secretary General Hsieh and prize-winners are
appreciating the prize-winning works

Secretary General Hsieh posed for a group photo with outstanding personnel
(from left Coastal Patrol Directorate General section head Ger Cheng-yu, South
Coast Patrol Bureau director Pong Yeh-ming, Central Coast Patrol Bureau
specialist Huang Zhe-bin, Eastern Coast Patrol Bureau specialist Lee Yung-
kuang, Maritime Patrol Directorate General clerk Lin Shu-nu, Administration
Personnel Division section clerk Lai Lung-ping, Southern Coast Patrol Bureau
52nd Corps personnel officer Huang Wei-jeh).




